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Abstract 

The recognition of human behavior features is widely used in the computer field 
nowadays, and has been paid more and more attention. In fact, feature extraction, which 
can analyze and obtain conclusions through global extraction and local extraction, has 
many algorithms for feature extraction. This paper focuses on analyzing the applications, 
advantages and disadvantages of these algorithms. 
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1. Preface 

Human behavior feature extraction is a hot spot and a major feature in the field of computer vision 

research. Human behavior feature recognition can analyze the behaviors of people in video according 

to a video clip, and classify, summarize and summarize their behaviors and actions. The system needs 

to automatically identify the skeleton frame of behavior and posture, and analyze what people do 

what actions.  

1.1 Application background of behavior recognition 

The analysis results of character behavior are generally used in two aspects, one is applied in 3D 

game industry and 3D animation industry. Generally, the character action models of these two 

industries are produced by modelers bit by bit, which is very inefficient and a waste of time. Portrait 

behavior analysis system, through a video of a character, can analyze the action behavior and track, 

save it, and finally apply it to the character model, which can save a lot of unnecessary waste of time. 

The other is to apply the portrait behavior analysis system to ATM monitoring system, traffic 

management system and building security and anti-theft monitoring system. When someone 

maliciously attacks the protection system, the portrait behavior analysis system analyzes it and gives 

an alarm automatically. 

1.2 History of Behavior Recognition Research 

OpenPose human gesture recognition project is an open source library developed by Carnegie Mellon 

University (CMU). OpenPose is based on neural network learning and Caffe as the basic framework. 

It can analyze and estimate the human posture, facial features and joint positions of one or more 

people in real time, and its robustness is extremely good. As the world's first human recognition 

application combining neural network and deep learning, many examples of human behavior feature 

recognition are based on OpenPose. 

Aggarwal divides human behavior research into two categories[1], which are based on single-layer 

method and hierarchical method respectively. The two methods of time and space and sequence in 

single-layer realization can intuitively show the changes of time and space and the state of characters 

when they make actions. The realization of hierarchy will be through statistics, syntax and description. 

Fig. 1 is a hierarchical structure diagram proposed by Aggarwal, which shows a complete theoretical 

system of behavior recognition methods. 
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Figure 1. Hierarchical structure diagram of human behavior recognition 

 

1.3 Behavioral recognition research difficulties 

Whether global or local feature extraction is used in behavioral feature recognition, there are some 

difficulties such as noise, visual changes, occlusion, and feature time and space points changing in 

motion. Mainly reflected in the following aspects: 

1.3.1 heavily dependent objects and scenes 

At present, most data sets were built in the early days, when the data sets were built, they depended 

on different backgrounds, and the current algorithms also compromised the technology at that time. 

Identifying the difference of each character's actions is often less effective than identifying the 

background of each scene. At present, people rely heavily on objects and scenes when extracting 

behavioral features. 

1.3.2 optical flow problem 

Optical flow is an important information in video actions. One is the calculation of optical flow, and 

the other is the difference in action length. Optical flow is difficult to describe an action that lasts for 

a long time. 

2. Behavior recognition feature extraction 

2.1 The feature extraction of behavior recognition is mainly divided into global features and 

local features. 

2.1.1 Global feature 

Global features refer to the overall feature attributes of an image, which include common colors, 

textures and shapes. Because the image studied in this paper is composed of a large number of pixels, 

the characteristics of some pixels in a series of continuous images have no great changes. Therefore, 

global features have some advantages that are convenient for us to study, such as invariance, 

uncomplicated calculation and more intuitive overall performance. However, the dimension of global 

features is relatively high, so the calculation is simple but the amount of calculation is too large. 

Moreover, if the images are confused or the key objects are blocked, the characteristics of global 

features will not be reflected. 

2.1.2 HOG feature 

Most global feature image recognition applications combine Hog feature +SVM classifier, which has 

made great contribution to pedestrian recognition. The so-called HOG+SVM [2]pedestrian detection 

method was proposed by French researcher Dalal in 2005. At present, more and more pedestrian 

detection methods emerge one after another, but most of the cores are based on HOG+SVM. 
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2.1.3 DPM characteristics 

The core of DPM is to extract image features[3], make corresponding excitation templates for people 

or objects combined with features, and perform convolution operation in the original image to obtain 

an effect map. According to the distribution density of excitation in the effect map, the position of 

the target object can be confirmed. 

The excitation template made in this paper is to make a complex convolution kernel, and the 

convolution operation between this convolution kernel and the original image will get the 

corresponding effect image, as shown in Figure 2. After using HOG to obtain convolution kernel and 

perform convolution operation with the original image, the corresponding target area will become 

dense, thus displaying the object position. 

 

 

Figure 2. Effect diagram of convolution operation 

 

DPM performs feature extraction on the improved HOG. As shown in fig. 2, DPM only keeps the 

Cell acquired in HOG. As shown above, a unit cell is normalized with four cells in the diagonal 

neighborhood. Extracting signed HOG gradients will produce 18 gradient vectors, while extracting 

unsigned HOG will produce 9 gradient vectors. Therefore, an 8*8 unit cell will eventually produce a 

high dimensional vector of (18+9)*4=108. Later, it was optimized, and only 36 dimensions of 

unsigned feature vector were extracted, which was regarded as a 4*9 matrix and added by rows and 

columns to get a 13-dimensional vector. 

2.2 Local characteristics 

Locality can only reflect the local particularity of the image, so local features are often used for 

matching retrieval of images, which is not suitable for understanding the content of images. 

Compared with global features, local features are less affected by environmental interference, 

illumination, rotation, noise and other factors. 

2.2.1 Harris corner feature extraction 

In 1988, CHris Harris & Mike Stephens[4]proposed Harris corner detection operator. The original 

purpose of this algorithm is to measure the pixel degree of two pictures or the tracking of objects. Its 

principle is to use a fixed window to move smoothly in an image in any direction, so as to compare 

the image difference before and after sliding. If the difference before and after is too large, it can be 

considered that there are corners. Figure 3 is the original picture of this study, and Figure 4 is Harris 

corner extracted by OpenCV. 
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Figure 3. Original feature extraction 

 

 

Figure 4. OpenCV local feature extraction rendering 

 

3. Behavior recognition common database 

3.1 The KTH Dataset(2004) 

KTH[5]data set was published in 2004, and KTH is also a milestone in the field of computer vision. 

This database includes 2391 samples of 6 types of movements (walking, walking, running, boxing, 

waving and clapping hands) performed by 25 people in 4 different scenes. The background of the 

sample is relatively static, so the whole sample is relatively simple. 

3.2 The Weizmann Dataset(2005) 

The Weizmann database contains 10 actions (bend, jack, jump, jump, run, side, skip, walk, wave1, 

wave2). The video contained in the database has a fixed perspective, simple background and only one 

person is doing the action in each frame of animation. 

3.3 The Hollywood Dataset(2008, 2009) 

Hollywood[6]was published in 2008, and all the fragments in this data set were taken from 32 focus 

plane. These shots include eight types of behaviors: answering the phone, getting off the bus, shaking 

hands, hugging, kissing, sitting down, sitting up and standing up. These behaviors also have one or 

more tags. 

3.4 The UCF Dataset(2007-) 

UCF contains a series of databases: UCF sports action dataset(2008), UCF YouTube(2008), UCF50 

and UCF101. Since its publication in 2007, it has attracted wide attention. The contents of these 

databases are taken from various media platforms on the Internet, including BBC/ESPN and YouTube. 
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4. Summary 

Human behavior recognition adopts global feature extraction and local feature extraction. There are 

many algorithms to realize the two methods. At present, a large number of image recognition 

algorithms have made great achievements in the field of human behavior recognition. However, there 

are still many difficulties to be overcome in the extraction of human behavior features, especially in 

the accuracy of application. In the future, scholars still need to spend a lot of energy and a long time 

to study algorithms with stronger adaptability, better robustness and better results, in order to develop 

vigorously in the field of human behavior recognition. 
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